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ABSTRACT

Stabilized cat qubits that possess biased noise channel with bit-flip errors exponentially smaller than phase-flip
errors. Together with a set of bias-preserving (BP) gates, cat qubits are a promising candidate for realizing
hardware efficient quantum error correction and fault-tolerant quantum computing. Compared to dissipatively
stabilized cat qubits, the Kerr cat qubits can in principle support faster gate operations with higher gate fidelity,
benefiting from the large energy gap that protects the code space. However, the leakage of the Kerr cats can
increase the minor type of errors and compromise the noise bias. Both the fast implementation of gates and the
interaction with environment can lead to such detrimental leakage if no sophisticated controls are applied. In this
work, we introduce new fine-control techniques to overcome the above obstacles for Kerr cat qubits. To suppress
the gate leakage, we use the derivative-based transition suppression technique to design derivative-based controls
for the Kerr BP gates. We show that the fine-controlled gates can simultaneously have high gate fidelity and
high noise bias and when applied to concatenated quantum error correction, can not only improve the logical
error rate but also reduce resource overhead. To suppress the environment-induced leakage, we introduce colored
single-photon dissipation, which can continuously cool the Kerr cats and suppress the minor errors while not
enhancing the major errors.

1. INTRODUCTION

Quantum error correction (QEC) of generic errors is very challenging, because of the demanding threshold
requirements and significant resource overhead. To overcome this challenge, we may adaptively design the QEC
codes targeting practically relevant errors in a hardware-efficient way. For example, we can develop various
efficient bosonic QEC codes to correct excitation loss errors,1–4 which have been experimentally demonstrated
using superconducting circuits5–9 and trapped ions.10

With energy gap protection or engineered dissipation, some bosonic codes can continuously suppress prac-
tically relevant errors (e.g., excitation loss) and also provide a highly biased noise channel. For example, two
component cat qubits can be stabilized to the code space by either a driven Kerr Hamiltonian, which is termed
Kerr cats,11 or an engineered driven two-photon dissipation, which is termed dissipative cats.12 The stabi-
lized cats can exponentially suppress bit-flip errors, because of the large separation of coherent states in the
phase space.7,8, 13 Such an encoding with highly biased noise channel can play a unique role in fault-tolerant
architecture,14,15 as the higher-level QEC codes can be tailored toward the biased noise to exhibit significantly
improved error threshold and resource overhead. To get the maximum benefit from biased noise, it is essential
for all gate operations to preserve the noise bias. Recently, a non-trivial set of bias-preserving (BP) gates have
been discovered for stabilized cat qubits,8,11,12,16 which opens up a new direction of fault-tolerant architectural
design.17–19

However, both types of stabilized cat qubits have there own practical limitations. The dissipative cats, bene-
fiting from the dissipative nature, can robustly suppress the minor errors and maintain large noise bias. However,
while implementing the BP gates, the drives can stochastically produce major errors when combined with the
white engineered dissipation. The above non-adiabatic effect, together with the relevantly weak engineered dissi-
pation achievable by experiments, significantly limits the gate speed and leads to low gate fidelity. The Kerr cats,
on the other hand, can support fast gates with high fidelity since the non-adiabatic effects are suppressed by the
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large energy gap separating the ground states and the excited states. However, the Kerr cats, without careful
control, could have lower noise bias due to leakage outside the code space. Intuitively, the Kerr Hamiltonian can
be viewed as a double-well potential in phase space, with the cat states being the degenerate ground states. The
minor errors are associated with the population transfer between two potential wells. The population transfer
within the ground-state manifold is typically negligible since the ground states are well localized. However, the
leakage to more delocalized excited states could lead to significantly increase bit-flip errors. The fast BP gates,
without careful control, could coherently lead to such leakage. Furthermore, the interaction with the environment
could also lead to accumulated leakage if no additional cooling is applied.

In this work, we summarize our results in Ref. citenumxu2021engineering, putterman2021colored, which
introduce techniques to overcome the obstacles for Kerr-cat qubits and show that the fine-controlled Kerr cats
can enjoy high noise bias and high-fidelity gates simultaneously. Specifically, in Sec. 2, we introduce the derivative-
based controls for the BP gates that can coherently suppress the gate leakage. We show that the fine-controlled
BP gates can have simultaneous high fidelity and high noise bias in the presence of excitation loss. Furthermore,
We show how the fine-controlled BP gates on Kerr cats can significantly boost the logical code performance
when the Kerr-cat qubits are concatenated with an outer QEC code. In Sec. 3, we introduce the colored
(i.e., frequency-dependent) single-photon dissipation to suppress the environment-induced leakage of Kerr cats.
We show that by adding frequency selective single photon loss we can continuously cool the Kerr cat to its
ground state manifold without inducing errors on the logical information. Importantly, the colored dissipation is
compatible with the aforementioned fast gate control due to the frequency separation between the narrow-band
bath and the non-adiabatic drives.

2. FAST BIAS-PRESERVING GATES ON KERR-CAT QUBITS

2.1 Kerr/Dissipative cats and bias-preserving gates

In this section we briefly review the Kerr and dissipative cats and the set of BP gates proposed in earlier work.
We discuss the properties and limitations of the existing BP gates, which motivates us to design better gate
controls.

The cat qubit spanned by coherent states |α⟩ and |−α⟩ can be stabilized in a Kerr oscillator with parametric
two-photon drive.8,11,16,20 The Hamiltonian of such a Kerr parametric oscillator (KPO) in the frame rotating
at the oscillator frequency is:

ĤKPO = −K(â2† − α2)(â2 − α2), (1)

where K is the strength of Kerr nonlinearity. We may intuitively view the KPO system as a “double-well”
potential with two extrema α and −α in phase space, as shown in Fig. 1(a). In addition to the degenerate
ground states | ± α⟩, ĤKPO supports nearly degenerate pairs of excited states with eigenenergies ∆n ± δn/2 for
n = 1, 2, · · · , where ± labels the photon-number parity and δn denotes the energy splitting between the n-th
pair, which is exponentially suppressed by α2 for n < α2/4.16 denote the the subspace spanned by the n-th pair
of (quasi-degenerate) excited states as the n-th excited subspace. The excitation gap ∆1 ≈ −4K|α|2 ∗ provides
continuous protection of the encoded quantum information.

Alternatively, the cat qubit can also be stabilized by engineered two-photon dissipation and two-photon
drive:12,13,17

dρ

dt
= κ2D

[
â2 − α2

]
ρ, (2)

where κ2 is the two-photon dissipation rate and D[Â]ρ̂ = Âρ̂Â†− 1
2{Â†Â, ρ̂}. We may intuitively understand the

stabilization using a semi-classical flow diagram with two stable steady states | ± α⟩ as illustrated in Fig. 1(b).
For quantum evolution, the cat code space is stabilized as an attractive steady-state subspace protected by a
dissipative gap.

By choosing the computational basis of the stabilized cat qubit as |0⟩L ≡ |ψ+
0 ⟩+|ψ−

0 ⟩√
2

≈ |α⟩, |1⟩L ≡ |ψ+
0 ⟩−|ψ−

0 ⟩√
2

≈
| − α⟩, the noise channel is strongly biased toward phase flip error Ẑ, with the noise bias η ≡ Pz/Px increasing

∗Despite the energy gap ∆1 < 0 is negative in the rotating frame, the excitation energy ω0 +∆1 > 0 is still positive
in the lab frame, with oscillator frequency ω0.
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(a) (c)

(b) (d)

Figure 1. (a). The semi-classical potential ⟨ĤKPO⟩ of a Kerr cat in phase space. (b). The semi-classical dynamics of
a dissipative cat in phase space. (c)(d). Mechanism of the non-adiabatic errors during the Z-axis rotation on (c) Kerr
cats and (d) dissipative cats. |ψ±

0 ⟩, |ψ±
1 ⟩ denote the first two pairs of eigenstates of ĤKPO with parity ± and the spacing

between states in the vertical axis in (c) and (d) represents the energy gap and dissipative gap of the Kerr cat and the
dissipative cat, respectively. For Kerr cats in (c), the non-adiabatic errors induced by the linear drive (Ω(t)â + h.c.)
manifest in the form of off-resonant leakage. While for dissipative cats in (d) with a dissipation gap, the linear drive
induces decoherence within the cat state manifold when combined with the engineered two-photon dissipation.

exponentially with |α|2.7,8, 13 Here, and in the rest of the paper, we use Px to denote the probability of all the
non-dephasing type of errors for simplicity.

A set of bias-preserving gates have been proposed separately for Kerr cat16 and dissipative cat,12 which
we refer to as Kerr gates and dissipative gates, respectively. Under excitation loss, the total Z and X error
probabilities of the BP gates can be written as the following:12,16,18

Pz = PNA
z (T ) + βκ1|α|2T

Px = PNA
x (T ) + γκ1|α|2T, (3)

where κ1 denotes the photon loss rate and β is a constant depending on the gate (β = 1 for Z rotation and
β = 2 for ZZ rotation and CX gate). The first terms PNA

z and PNA
x are the non-adiabatic errors due to

finite gate time and prefer slow gates, while the second terms are photon-loss-induced errors that increase with
gate duration. The loss-induced bit flip is negligible since the induced bit-flip rate is suppressed by a factor
γ = γ[|α|2, κ1/K(κ2)] ≪ 1, which decreases exponentially for large |α|2,7,12 and thereby Px is dominantly given
by PNA

x . Here, we choose the size of the cat as α2 = 8, which is experimentally feasible8 and also provides us
sufficient noise bias.16,18 Due to the large loss-induced phase flip rate, fast gates are desirable to obtain high gate
fidelity. However, the exponential noise bias might break down in the fast-gate regime due to PNA

x . Therefore,
it is important to design fast BP gates with simultaneously suppressed PNA

z and PNA
x .

We would like to point out a fundamental difference in the non-adiabatic errors between Kerr gates and
dissipative gates. For dissipative gates, the non-adiabatic errors are associated with accumulated dissipation
with continuous information leakage into the environment, which is difficult to restore. For example, as shown in
Fig. 1(d), the linear drive Ω(t)a+ Ω∗(t)a†, which implements the Z rotation, can create leakage outside the cat
subspace, which becomes continuous phase flips18 when brought back by the engineered two-photon dissipation.
In contrast, for Kerr gates shown in Fig. 1(c), the non-adiabatic errors are coherent off-resonant leakage errors to
excited states, which might be reliably eliminated using additional leakage-suppression techniques. Hence, the
Kerr gates can in principle benefit from quantum coherent controls, while the dissipative gates cannot.
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As shown in Fig. 2, the Kerr gates with hard square pulses (blue curves, denoted as “Hard”)16 have smaller
PNA
z but larger PNA

x than the corresponding dissipative gates (black dashed curves, denoted as “Dissipative”).12

The larger PNA
x error is due to the large leakage induced by the hard pulse, which leads to coherent tunneling

between two wells of the KPO through high excited levels. These numerical results manifest the importance for
finer control on the Kerr gates to further suppress the leakage, which motivates our work. Although numerical
quantum optimal control method21 can be applied to optimizing the gates, analytical solutions that can produce
smooth and robust pulses and avoid large-scale numerical optimizations for large cats are desirable. We use
derivative-based transition suppression technique,22 which is a variant of the derivative removal by adiabatic
gate (DRAG) technique and closely related to the idea of shortcut to adiabaticity (STA),22–26 to suppress the
leakage of the BP Kerr gates so that they can have simultaneous high gate fidelity and noise bias in the presence
of photon loss. The key idea behind this technique is to use quantum interference to suppress the occupation of
the excited states by adding corrections to the original Hamiltonian according to the derivatives of the original
driving pulse. The details of the derivative-based controls are presented in the next section.

2.2 Derivative-based control of BP gates on Kerr cats

To simultaneously suppress the non-adiabatic bit and phase flip errors of the BP Kerr gates, it is important to
identify the associated excited subspace that dominantly contributes to each type of error, respectively. The phase
flip errors come from parity flips and the occupation of any excited subspace with inconsistant parity compared
to the ground subspace leads to phase flip errors. Therefore, if the drive invoking the diabatic transitions changes
the parity, such as the linear drive that is commonly used by the gates that we consider, the dominant error space
is the excited subspace with the largest occupation, which is typically the lowest-lying excited subspace with the
smallest energy gap. The bit flip errors, however, come from the tunneling between the two potential wells of
ĤKPO (see Fig. 1(a)). As a result, the excitation to higher excited subspaces in which the eigenstates are more
delocalized brings more bit-flip errors. In fact, the excitation to the the characteristic level nc ∼ α2/4 typically
leads to most of the bit-flip errors, since nc is the lowest-lying level with well-delocalized states just above the
potential barrier,16 below which the states are well localized while above which the occupation is weaker. For
α2 = 8 considered in this work, nc = 2. With the above understanding of the error source, we should design the
gate controls in the way that can greatly suppress the leakage to the dominant excited subspaces for both bit
and phase flip errors. The tailored controls for each gate are summarized in Sec. 2.2.1. See 27 for more details.

2.2.1 Gate Hamiltonians

To suppress the diabatic transitions, We first replace the hard square pulses with a family of truncated Gaussian
pulses because of their favorable frequency selectivity and smoothness:22

ΩG,m(t) = Am

{
exp

[
− (t− T/2)2

2σ2

]
− exp

[
− (T/2)2

2σ2

]}m
(4)

where m is chosen such that all of the first m− 1 derivatives of ΩG,m start and end at 0, Am is a normalization
constant and σ is chose to be equal to T in this work. Then, we introduce the systematically designed derivative-
based correction (DBC) Hamiltonian, ĤDBC, to further suppress the leakage for each gate. We summarize our
design of corrections below.

The Hamiltonian for the Z rotation in Ref. 16 is implemented by applying a linear drive (with hard pulses)
to the KPO:

ĤZ = −K
(
â2† − α2

) (
â2 − α2

)
+Ω0(t)â

† +Ω∗
0(t)â, (5)

where Ω0(t) is the hard pulse with amplitude determined by the desired rotation angle. Based on the discussion
before, the non-adiabatic phase flip errors dominantly come from the first excited subspace with the gap energy
∆1 while the non-adiabatic bit flip errors mainly come from the second excited subspace with the gap energy
∆2. To suppress the first-order transitions at these two frequencies, we first replace the base driving pulse Ω0(t)
with the truncated Gaussian pulse with the second-order smoothness ΩG,2(t) (See Eq. 4), and then apply the
derivative-based correction, which reshapes the pulse of the linear drive by adding derivatives of the base pulse,
ĤDBC = u(t)â† + u∗(t)a, where

u(t) = −iΩ̇G,2

(
1

∆1
+

1

∆2

)
− Ω̈G,2

∆1∆2
+ 0.07

Ω3
G,2(t)

∆2
1

(6)
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The ZZ rotation proposed in Ref.16 is implemented by applying a beam-splitter interaction (with hard pulses)
between the control mode (with subscript c) and the target mode (with subscript t):

ĤZZ(t) = Ĥ0 + V̂ (t),

Ĥ0 = −K(â2†c − α2)(â2c − α2)−K(â2†t − α2)(â2t − α2),

V̂ (t) = Ω0(t)âcâ
†
t + h.c.

(7)

We find that the two-mode squeezing, which can also generates the ZZ rotation and has the same order of
nonlinearity as the beam-splitter coupling, invokes fewer diabatic transitions and is thereby easier to deal with.
So we first replace the beam-splitter term in the Hamiltonian with a two-mode squeezing term, i.e. V̂ (t) →
Ω0(t)â

†
câ

†
t + h.c.. Then we identify the dominant excited subspaces for phase and bit flip errors. We use the

notation (i, j) to label the subspace given by the tensor product between the i-th subspace for the control mode
and the j-th subspace for the target mode. The excitation to the (1, 0)/(0, 1) subspace dominantly leads to
phase flips on the control/target mode; The excitation to the (1, 1) subspace dominantly leads to the correlated
phase flips; The excitation to the (2, 0)/(0, 2) subspace dominantly produces the bit flips on the control/target
mode. Therefore, we aim to suppress three set of transitions with corresponding gap frequencies ∆a ≡ ∆1,∆b ≡
2∆1,∆c ≡ ∆1+∆2 (∆2 ≈ 2∆1) in order to suppress the above mentioned bit and phase flip errors (and the tensor
product between them). To do this, we first replace the base driving pulse Ω0(t) with the truncated Gaussian
pulse with the third-order smoothness ΩG,3(t), and then apply the derivative-based correction, which further

reshapes the driving pulse of the two-mode squeezing by adding derivatives of ΩG,3, ĤDBC = u(t)â†câ
†
t + h.c.,

where

u(t) = −iΩ̇G,3(t)

(
1

∆a
+

1

∆b
+

1

∆c

)
+ i

...
ΩG,3(t)

∆a∆b∆c
− Ω̈G,3(t)

(
1

∆a∆b
+

1

∆a∆c
+

1

∆b∆c

)
+ 0.13

Ω3
G,3(t)

∆2
a

. (8)

The original Hamiltonian in Ref.16 for the CX gate between two modes reads:

ĤCX(t) = Ĥ
(c)
KPO + Ĥ

(t)
KPO(t) + Ĥcp,

Ĥ
(c)
KPO = −K

(
â†2c − α2

) (
â2c − α2

)
,

Ĥ
(t)
KPO(t) = −K

[
â†2t − α2e−2iϕ(t)(

α− â†c
2α

)− α2(
α+ â†c
2α

)

]
×

[
â2t − α2e2iϕ(t)(

α− âc
2α

)− α2(
α+ âc
2α

)

]
,

Ĥcp = − 1
2 ϕ̇

(2α−â†c−âc)
2α

(
â†t ât − α2

)
,

(9)

where Ĥ
(t)
KPO(t) stabilizes the phase of the target mode conditioned on the control mode and Ĥcp serves as a

compensation Hamiltonian that partially compensates the non-adiabatic effects coming from the fast controlled
phase rotation. The phase rotation is set to be linear, i.e. ϕ̇(t) = Ω0(t) with Ω0(t) being some hard pulse.

In the adiabatic frame (in which the cat states with time-dependent phase span the ground subspace) that

block diagonalizes Ĥ
(c)
KPO + Ĥ

(t)
KPO(t), the term Ĥcp invokes diabatic-transitions that lead to leakage outside the

cat-state manifold. In contrast to the Z and ZZ rotation, the correction to the CX gate is more complicated and
requires adding more physical correction terms to ĤDBC , because of the the non-trivial dynamics in the excited
subspaces. We design the corrections to suppress the leakage to the (1, 0), (0, 1), (1, 1) excited levels, which is the

dominant process for non-adiabatic phase and bit flip errors (the complicated structure of Ĥ
(t)
KPO leads to the

fact that the leakage to the above mentioned subspaces also contributes greatly to the bit-flip errors). To realize
this, we first replace the linear phase rotation with a more smooth rotation with a fist-order Gaussian derivative,
i.e. ϕ̇(t) → ΩG,1(t), and then apply the following derivative-based correction ĤDBC :

ĤDBC = ĤDBC,0 + ĤDBC,1 + ĤDBC,1 + ĤDBC,3,

ĤDBC,0 = i ddt [
ϕ̇

∆11(t)
]
âc−â†c
4α × (â†t ât − α2),

ĤDBC,1 = c1
ϕ̇(1−cos 2ϕ)

∆11(t)
(â+ â†),

ĤDBC,2 = ic2
ϕ̇ sin 2ϕ
∆11(t)

(
â2c − â2†c

)
,

ĤDBC,3 = c3
ϕ̇(t)

∆11(t)

[(
e2iϕ(t) − 1

)
â2†t +

(
e−2iϕ(t) − 1

)
â2t

]
,

(10)
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where ∆11(t) is the time-dependent energy gap of the (1,1) subspace in the adiabatic frame that approximately

diagonalizes Ĥ
(t)
KPO(t), c1, c2, c3 are constants depending on the representation of the â operator in the Kerr-cat

eigenbasis. See 27 for detailed expressions for ∆11(t), c1, c2 and c3. The correction terms ĤDBC,i, i = 0, 1, 2, 3
are designed to address different diabatic transitions accordingly. The maximum order of nonlinearity required
to implement these corrections is the same as the original Hamiltonian Eq. 9. We note that due to the high
complexity of the CX Hamiltonain, we only derive corrections to suppress the leakage to low-lying excited
subspaces while in principle, similar to the Z and ZZ rotation, further corrections can be added to suppress
the leakage to higher-lying subspaces, e.g. (0,2)/(2,0)/(1,2)/(2,1) subspaces, which may further suppress the
non-adiabatic errors, especially the bit-flip errors.

2.2.2 Non-adiabatic gate errors

To illustrate the improvement from the DBC control, we numerically compare the non-adiabatic Z (PNA
Z ) and X

(PNA
X ) errors among different BP control schemes for quantum operations of Z rotation, ZZ rotation and CX gate

in Fig. 2. Both the non-adiabatic Z and X errors of the Kerr gates with DBC control are significantly reduced.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Z Rotation ZZ Rotation CX

Figure 2. The non-adiabatic Z (PNA
Z ) and X (PNA

X ) errors of Z rotation (a)(b), ZZ rotation (c)(d) and CX gate (e)(f)
for dissipative gates (black dashed curves), Kerr gates with hard square pulses (blue curves), truncated Gaussian pulses
(orange curves), and DBC control (red curves). The gate time is in units of K (κ2) for Kerr (dissipative) gates. The Kerr
gates with DBC control can best suppress the non-adiabatic errors.

We explicitly provide the scaling of PNA
z with the gate time below. For dissipative gates, PNA

z ∝ 1/κ2T is
given by the integration the induced phase flip rate over gate time.18 For Kerr gates with Hard/Gaussian control,

PNA
z ∝ |

∫ T
0
Ω0(t)e

−i∆tdt|2 is dominated by the first-order diabatic excitation associated with an energy gap ∆,
which is proportional to the Fourier component of the driving pulse at ∆ (for the Z rotation ∆ = ∆1 while for
the CX gate ∆ = 2∆1). As such, P

NA
z ∝ 1/(KT )2 for hard pulses, while for truncated Gaussian pulses PNA

z first
scales exponentially for small KT and then polynomially for large KT due to the sideband excitation.22 And
by adding derivative-based corrections to the bare Gaussian pulses we can dramatically suppress the excitation
at ∆ to the second order and maintain the exponentially error scaling in the regime of gate time of interest.

We note that since the bit flip errors mostly come from the non-adiabatic effects of the gates even in the
presence of photon loss (which will be discussed in the next section), it is especially important to suppress the
non-adiabatic bit flips so that the gates can be implemented fast while preserving high noise bias, which is the
prominent feature that makes the biased-noise qubits stand out. For the Kerr CX gate, the hard pulses lead
to significant non-adiabatic bit-flip errors due to the large excitation to high excited states, therefore almost
destroying the noise bias (for fast gates). Using Gaussian pulses can noticeable reduce the non-adiabatic bit flips
since high excitations are suppressed due to the limited bandwidth. By adding the derivative-based corrections
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the excitations are further suppressed and as a result, the Kerr CX gate can have large noise bias (even larger
than the dissipative gates) with fast implementation (T ∼ 1/K). To achieve the same level of bit-flip error, the
DBC control can be much faster than the Gaussian control, and consequently has lower loss-induced dephasing
errors – which is crucial to reduce the resource overhead for concatenated QEC (see Sec. 2.3).

2.2.3 Gate performance in the presence of photon loss

In the presence of photon loss, the total Z error probability (Eq. 3) will have a significant new contribution
(∼ κ1|α|2T ), associated with the loss-induced parity change. In contrast, the total X error probability is still
dominant by the non-adiabatic error PNA

x . In Fig. 3, we numerically obtain Z and X error probability of CX
gates at different gate time with κ1/K(κ2) = 5× 10−5 and 5× 10−4.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3. The total Z and X error probabilities for CX gate using different control schemes (same color scheme as Fig. 2)
in the presence of photon loss. (a)(b): κ1/K(κ2) = 5× 10−5. (c)(d): κ1/K(κ2) = 5× 10−4. The gate time is in units of
K (κ2) for Kerr (dissipative) gates.

The total Z error probability Pz determines the gate fidelity. According to Eq. 3, the gate time can be
optimized to minimize the total Z error probability. The Kerr gate can be implemented faster with higher gate
fidelity than the dissipative gate and compared to using Hard/Gaussian control, using DBC control can further
speed up the gate and improve the gate fidelity. Plugging in the scaling of PNA

z with T we can obtain the scaling
of the minimal Z error probability P ∗

z with κ1/K(κ2). For dissipative gates, P ∗
z,Dissi ∝ (κ1

κ2
)1/2. For Kerr gates

with Hard control, P ∗
z,Hard ∝ (κ1

K )2/3. While for Kerr gates with Gaussian/DBC control, P ∗
z,Gaussian/P

∗
z,DBC can

approach the most favorable linear scaling, i.e. P ∗
z,Gaussian/P

∗
z,DBC ∝ κ1

K , with P ∗
z,DBC being smaller. Given the

same small parameter κ1/K(κ2), our fine control scheme can provide a smaller Z error probability and thus a
more favorable optimal gate fidelity.

The total X error probability Px limits the noise bias of the gates. Compared to the dissipative gate, the
Px of the Kerr gate with Hard control is too high (at reasonable gate time). In contrast, the Kerr CX gate
with Gaussian/DBC control can have Px comparable to or even below that of the dissipative gate. In terms of
gate time, the (counter-adiabatic) DBC control significantly out-perform the Gaussian control (limited by the
adiabatic requirement). Hence, the DBC control can achieve faster gate with favorable noise bias.

2.3 Concatenated quantum error correction using repetition-Kerr-cat

We now compare the performance of different schemes of BP gates in terms of the logical gate failure rates in
concatenated QEC. We consider the concatenation of the stabilized cats with a repetition code and simulate the
logical gate failure rate using a circuit-level noise model, which includes state preparation errors, idling errors,
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CX gate errors and measurement errors. The physical Z and X error rates of these operations are summarized
in Tab. 1. The Z errors of the CX gate comprise of three parts: the Z error on the control mode which results
from both non-adiabaticity and photon loss, the Z error on the target mode and correlated Z errors which are
induced only by photon loss. p0 = κ1|α|2Tcx is the characteristic photon-loss-induced Z error probability. For a
distance-d repetition code we repeat the syndrome extraction d times followed by one round of perfect syndrome
extraction (assuming no ancilla errors), decode the full error syndromes using a minimum weight perfect matching
(MWPM) decoder for our noise-biased system and correct the errors by simply updating the Pauli frame.

Table 1. The physical error rates of different operations in our error model. p0 = κ1|α|2Tcx is the characteristic Z error
rate. The state preparation and measurement in the X basis do not produce bit flip errors and the bit flip error generated
during the idling is negligible compared to that generated during the CX gate.

Operation Idle P|+⟩ MX CX

Pz p0 p0 p0 Zc : p
NA
z (TCX) + p0 Zt :

1
2p0; ZcZt :

1
2p0

Px ≈ 0 0 0 px(κ1, TCX)

We consider the total logical error rate of a transversal logical CX gate, which is a function of dimensionless
parameters of the photon loss rate κ1

K(κ2)
, the CX gate time K(κ2)TCX, and the repetition code distance d. Given

κ1, we can obtain the minimum logical CX gate error rate achievable by the repetition-cat by optimizing TCX

and d (see 27 for details of the optimization):

P ∗∗
L (

κ1

K(κ2)
) = min

TCX,d
PL(

κ1

K(κ2)
,K(κ2)TCX, d). (11)

In Fig. 4, we plot P ∗∗
L and the corresponding optimal code distance d∗∗ and gate time T ∗∗

CX as a function of
photon loss rate when different physical CX gates are used.

(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 4. (a). The minimal gate error P ∗∗
L of the logical CX gate using physical BP CX gates with different controls.

(b)(c). The optimal choice of repetition-code distance (b) and the BP CX gate time (c) that minimizes the logical gate
error.

Using the Kerr CX gates with DBC control can lead to the lowest logical gate error for κ1/K < 10−3,
which outperforms all other schemes. The optimized P ∗∗

L with dissipative gate is mostly limited by the large
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Pz and the limited Px in the low-loss regime (see Fig. 3a,c,b); the P ∗∗
L based on Hard control is limited by

the large non-adiabatic Px error (see Fig. 3b,d); the P ∗∗
L based on Gaussian control has to follow the adiabatic

requirement with the longest gate time (see Fig. 4c), which leads to extra overhead in the size of repetition code
d∗∗ – especially for the practically relevant intermediate-loss regime (κ1/K ∼ 10−4) in Fig. 4b. As expected,
the Gaussian control should be comparable for the DBC control for extremely low loss regime (κ1/K ∼ 10−5),
which is compatible with slower adiabatic gates to maintain high gate performance.

Besides the logical error rates, we should also consider reduce the resource overhead required for reaching
a target logical error rate when we consider other concatenation QEC schemes that can arbitrarily suppress
logical errors, such as the surface-cat considered in Ref.18,19 In this case, using the fast Kerr gates presented
in this work can reduce the resource overhead towards fault tolerance since the dominant phase-flip errors are
suppressed to be far below the threshold.

3. PROTECTING THE KERR CAT QUBITS FROM ENVIRONMENT-INDUCED
LEAKAGE WITH COLORED DISSIPATION

In this section we introduce a new technique, called colored dissipation, to fight against the environment-induced
leakage of the Kerr cat qubits. Unlike the non-adiabatic effects of the BP gates, the interaction with the
environment inevitably introduces irreversible errors to the Kerr cats. Some errors, e.g. heating and dephasing,
continuously lead to leakage of the Kerr cats. Such leakage, being incoherent and can not be suppressed by the
energy gap, would accumulate and destroy the noise bias if no additional cooling was applied. We introduce
the desired cooling effects by engineering colored dissipation. In particular, we show that by adding frequency
selective single photon loss we can cool the Kerr cat to its ground state manifold without inducing errors on
the logical information. In contrast to the two-photon dissipation protecting the dissipative cats that relies on
nonlinear interactions, the colored dissipation can be readily implemented using passive and linear elements.

3.1 Shifted fock basis

In analyzing colored dissipation it is natural to think of a bosonic mode in terms of its subsystem decomposition.
In such a decomposition we break the Hilbert space into two sectors. The first captures the logical information
of the bosonic mode while the second ”gauge” sector captures the degree to which the mode is excited above
the ground state manifold. Here we briefly review the shifted-Fock basis18 which naturally realizes such a
decomposition for cat qubits. The shifted Fock basis consists of shifted Fock states D̂(±α)|n̂ = n⟩ with n ∈
{0, 1, · · · , dmax − 1}, where dmax is the cutoff dimension. In the shifted Fock basis the annihilation operator is
given by

â = Ẑ ⊗ (â′ + α) +O(e−2|α|2). (12)

Here, Ẑ is a 2 × 2 Pauli Z operator acting on a qubit sector which describes the cat qubit logical information.
â′ is an annihilation operator acting on a gauge sector which captures how much the cat qubit is excited from
the ground state manifold. The qubit sector of â is given by Ẑ because in our basis convention, single-photon
loss maps the complementary basis states |±⟩ to |∓⟩ and hence causes a phase-flip (or Z) error on the logical
information. In what follows, we assume that α is real. The Kerr-cat Hamiltonian in the shifted fock basis can
be written as:

ĤKC = −4Kα2Î ⊗ â′†â′ −KÎ ⊗ â′†2â′2

− 2KαÎ ⊗ (â′†2â′ + â′†â′2) +O(e−2α2

). (13)

In the limit of small excitations in the gauge sector (i.e., ⟨â′†â′⟩ ≪ α), all but the first term in Eq. 13 can be
neglected and the Kerr cat Hamiltonian is approximately reduced to that of a harmonic oscillator with an energy
spacing −4Kα2.
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3.2 Environment-induced leakage and bit-flip errors for Kerr cats

Heating and dephasing are two dominant environment-induced errors that can cause leakage of the Kerr cats.
Since dephasing and heating have similar effects, we only assume the existence of heating without loss of gener-
ality.† Heating of an oscillator can be modeled by the dissipator κ1nthD[â†]. Since the creation operator â† is
approximately given by â† ≃ Ẑ ⊗ (â′†+α) in the shifted-Fock basis, heating induces phase flips and importantly
leakage outside the code space due to the â′† term in the gauge sector (see Fig. 6 (a)).

In Fig. 6, we consider a set of experimentally relevant parameters: K = 2π × 10MHz, κ1 = 2π × 1kHz
(corresponding to the lifetime of 1/κ1 = 159µs), and a thermal population nth = 0.1 ‡. As indicated by the blue
line in Fi. 6 (b), the bit-flip error rate γX of a Kerr cat qubit stays constant throughout the range 3 ≤ α2 ≲ 9,
which are most experimentally relevant. This contrasts with expectations for exponential suppression of the
bit-flip error rate γX with α2 used throughout the literature for biased noise cat qubits.

To understand why the bit-flip error rate γX of a Kerr cat qubit does not improve as we increase α2 up to
9, we need to consider the O(e−2α2

) contributions in Eq. 13. In particular, we need to consider the terms in
ĤKC of the form χnX̂ ⊗ |n̂′ = n⟩⟨n̂′ = n|. Here, χn can be understood as the tunneling rate between the states
|0⟩ ⊗ |n̂′ = n⟩ and |1⟩ ⊗ |n̂′ = n⟩ (see the schematic Fig. 5). In Ref. 28 we show that the tunneling rate χ1 in the
first excited state manifold is perturbatively given by

χ1 ≃ 16Kα4e−2α2

, (14)

which agrees with the exact numerical results for all α2 ≥ 3. Although χ1 decreases exponentially in α2, the
large prefactor 16Kα4 can still make this χ1 (induced by the Kerr cat Hamiltonian ĤKC) limiting in practice.

We now explain why the bit-flip error rate γX (blue line in Fig. 6 (b)) plateaus in the range 3 ≤ α2 ≲ 9.
Heating excites the system to the first excited state manifold. Here it persists for a time ∆t ∼ 1/κ1 until it
decays back to the cat state manifold. During this period, if χ1 ≫ κ1, rapid oscillations occur between the states
|0⟩ ⊗ |n̂′ = 1⟩ and |1⟩ ⊗ |n̂′ = 1⟩. In this regime, a bit-flip error happens with 50% probability whenever heating
creates an excitation. As a result, the bit-flip error rate is given by half the heating rate, i.e., γX = κ1nth/2

in the regime of χ1 ≫ κ1. With our parameters (yielding K/κ1 = 104), χ1 = 16Kα4e−2α2

is at least 10 times
larger than κ1 for all 3 ≤ α2 ≤ 6.75 and χ1 = κ1 at α2 = 8.08. This explains why the bit-flip error rate γX
is independent of α2 and given by κ1nth/2 in the range 3 ≤ α2 ≲ 9. Above α2 ∼ 9 heating to higher excited
states becomes the important error mechanism because tunneling between the first excited states is sufficiently
suppressed.

3.3 Colored Kerr-cat qubit

As shown by our numerical and analytical results, the heating-induced bit-flip errors can be even more detrimental
than previously anticipated. Here, we propose to counteract the heating and leakage by adding frequency-selective
(i.e., colored29,30) single-photon loss to Kerr cat qubits, hence making them colored Kerr cat qubits. Our scheme
fundamentally differs from the previous proposals based on two-photon dissipation8,19,31 as we only require
single-photon loss. Intrinsic single-photon loss κ1D[â] is harmful for cat qubits because the +αẐ ⊗ Î term in the
shifted-Fock basis representation of the annihilation operator â ≃ Ẑ ⊗ (â′ + α) causes phase-flip (or Z) errors in
their ground state manifold.11,13 The other term (i.e., Ẑ ⊗ â′) is useful for suppressing leakage as it brings the
excited states back to the code space via â′.

Our key idea is to engineer the frequency spectrum of the bath of the extrinsic single-photon loss such that
we can take advantage of the beneficial decay term (Ẑ ⊗ â′) while filtering out the parasitic term (+αẐ ⊗ Î)
from the single-photon loss â. Since only the extrinsic single-photon loss is engineered with this technique, the
intrinsic single-photon loss rate κ1 should still be kept as small as possible.

†Dephasing κϕD[â†â] can also lead to leakage but the energy gap suppresses 1/f noise. Furthermore dephasing and
heating can be treated similarly so we focus on heating.8

‡The chosen values of K and nth are close to those in Ref.8 while the lifetime is 10x larger so it is in a known regime
for fault tolerant quantum computation19
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...

Figure 5. Schematic representation of a colored Kerr cat qubit, i.e., a Kerr cat qubit protected by frequency-selective
(colored) single-photon loss. As shown in the inset, the harmonic filter modes are designed such that the colored single-
photon loss realizes the desired cooling process (green arrow) while not inducing any additional phase-flip errors in the cat
qubit manifold (red arrow). The black arrow in the schematic energy diagram represents the tunneling process between
the first excited states, which is important for understanding the bit-flip rate of a Kerr cat qubit.

To demonstrate how our scheme works, we introduce a concrete setup where a Kerr cat qubit is coupled to an
engineered bath through a set of harmonic filter modes with nearest-neighbor hopping, forming a colored Kerr
cat qubit (see the schematic diagram in Fig. 5). Specifically, we consider the following Lindblad equation in the

rotating frame of a Kerr cat qubit (â with frequency ωa) and filter modes (f̂1, ..., f̂M with frequency ωf ):

dρ̂(t)

dt
= −i[Ĥ, ρ̂(t)] + κ1(1 + nth)D̂[â]ρ̂(t)

+ κ1nthD̂[â†]ρ̂(t) + κfD[f̂M ]ρ̂(t), (15)

where the Hamiltonian Ĥ is given by

Ĥ = ĤKC +
[
gâf̂†

1e
i∆t + J

M−1∑
j=1

f̂j f̂
†
j+1 + h.c.

]
. (16)

Here, ∆ ≡ ωf −ωa is the detuning between the filter modes f̂1, · · · , f̂N and the mode â which hosts the Kerr cat

qubit. Also, D[Â]ρ̂ ≡ Âρ̂Â†− 1
2{Â†Â, ρ̂} is the Lindblad dissipator. Besides having the intrinsic loss and heating

processes, the Kerr cat qubit can lose an excitation to the first filter mode at a rate g. Such an excitation is
then transported to the last filter mode at a hopping rate J where it decays to a cold bath at a rate κf . It is
important that this bath and the filter modes have a temperature much lower than the Kerr cat qubit so as to
not induce additional heating (here nth,filter = 0). In particular, we choose κf = 2J such that the filter modes
act as an ideal band-pass filter (centered at the frequency ωf and with a bandwidth 4J) in the N → ∞ limit.

Recall that in the shifted Fock basis, the Kerr cat Hamiltonian is approximately given by ĤKC ≃ −4Kα2Î ⊗
â′†â′. Transforming to the shifted-Fock basis, and moving into the rotating frame of the â′ mode the coupling
term gâf̂†

1e
i∆t becomes g(Ẑ ⊗ â′)f̂†

1e
i(∆+4Kα2)t + gα(Ẑ ⊗ Î)f̂†

1e
i∆t. The first term realizes a desired cooling

effect through â′ whereas the second term causes undesired phase-flip (or Z) errors in the cat qubit manifold.
By choosing ∆ = −4Kα2 (or equivalently ωf = ωa − 4Kα2), we can make the desired first term resonant while
making the undesired second term off-resonant. Furthermore, by ensuring that the half bandwidth κf = 2J is
smaller than the detuning |∆|, we can place the undesired second term outside the filter passband and filter it
out (see Fig. 5). In particular, through adiabatic elimination, the induced phase-flip error rate due to the second
term is given by (4g2α2/κf ) × (J/∆)2M in the ∆ ≫ J limit and hence decreases exponentially in the number
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of the filter modes M . On the other hand, the resonant desired term realizes an engineered cooling process
κ1,engD[Ẑ ⊗ â′] with an effective cooling rate κ1,eng = 4g2/κf .
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Figure 6. (a) Leakage accumulation over time in a Kerr cat qubit without any engineered dissipation (blue) and a colored
Kerr cat qubit with three filter modes (orange) from the initial state |α⟩. (b) Bit-flip error rate of a Kerr cat qubit
(blue) and a colored Kerr cat qubit with three filter modes (orange) as a function of the average photon number α2 for
nth = 0.1 and 0.01. Black lines represent the analytical prediction γX = κ1nth/2 for the regime χ1 ≫ κ1 + κ1,eng. (c)
Total phase-flip probability of a colored Kerr cat qubit with one (green), two (red), and three (orange) filter modes. In
all three plots, we use the parameters K = 2π× 10MHz and κ1 = 2π× 1kHz. In (a) and (c), we further assume nth = 0.1
and α2 = 6.

In Fig. 6, we study the performance of a bare Kerr cat qubit and colored Kerr cat qubits with varying
number of filter modes. In particular for colored Kerr cat qubits, we choose κf = 2J = ∆/5 and g = κf/5
to filter out the induced phase-flip errors and guarantee the validity of the adiabatic elimination, respectively.
Also, we choose ∆ = −3.6Kα2 (instead of ∆ = −4Kα2) to more closely target the 0 ↔ 1 transition of the
Kerr excited states. With these parameters, we get a large engineered cooling rate of κ1,eng = 2π × 1.15α2MHz
(e.g., κ1,eng = 2π × 6.9MHz at α2 = 6). As indicated by the orange line in Fig. 6 (a), the leakage population
of a Kerr cat qubit (of size α2 = 6) can be made orders of magnitude smaller by adding a frequency-selective
single-photon loss with three filter modes. Additionally, the idling bit-flip error rate is reduced by at least an
order of magnitude for all α2 ≥ 6 (see Fig. 6 (b)). This is because the large engineered cooling rate dramatically
reduces the lifetime of excited states (especially the first excited states) so that the condition κ1 + κ1,eng ≫ χ1

is satisfied at lower values of α2.

In Fig. 6 (c) we show the total phase-flip probability as a function of time with 1, 2, and 3 filter modes and
α2 = 6. With only one or two filter modes, the induced phase-flip rate is much larger than the intrinsic phase-flip
rate of ≈ κ1(1 + 2nth)α

2 (green and red lines). With three filter modes, however, the induced phase-flip rate is
negligible and the total phase-flip probability is close to the intrinsic rate (orange line). The observed phase-flip
probabilities are consistent with our analytical prediction on the induced phase-flip rate (4g2α2/κf )× (J/∆)2M

in the ∆ ≫ J limit. Hence, Fig. 6 (c) demonstrates that with a properly engineered single-photon loss spectrum
we can benefit from the desired cooling effects without inducing additional phase-flip errors.

4. DISCUSSIONS

So far, the experimental Kerr parametric nonlinear oscillator can achieve κ1/K ≈ 10−3 (with κ1/2π ≈ 10 KHz,
K/2π ≈ 6.7 MHz),8 which is slightly more favorable than the engineered two-photon dissipation with κ1/κ2 ≈
10−2 (with κ1/2π ≈ 1.7 KHz, κ2/2π ≈ 170 KHz),32 partly because Kerr nonlinearity is less complicated to
implement than the two-photon dissipation. Note that the single photon loss rate is fairly high in all these
experiments,7,8, 32 to be further reduced in future devices. We expect that κ1/K(κ2) ≤ 10−4 (e.g., κ1/2π ≈
1 KHz,K/2π ≈ 10 MHz) can be achieved,16,18 which will enable us to achieve high fidelity logical gates in
concatenated QEC. We note that the fine gate controls could potentially be also applied to other codes that
require the implementation of bias-preserving gates, e.g. the pair-cat code.33

The idea of colored dissipation can in principle be made more general. Beyond the direct benefits to the
Kerr cat qubit we may further generalize our technique to a broader class of energy-gap protected qubits whose
computational basis states are given by near degenerate ground states of an energy gapped qubit, which is an
interesting future direction to consider.
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